Bita and Jaakko
While I may not be a strong supporter of the institution of
marriage, i believe in the idea and the ideal. I recognize that
some marriages inaugurate true partnerships and deep
friendships, and help to maintain the sanity of the world.
This is one of those necessary marriages.
In this anxious moment the fundamentalist True Finn party
advances across the Finnish landscape. racist manifestations
of fear and fascism have also taken hold across Europe:
Vlaams Belang (Flemish Interest) in Belgium, the Partija voor
de Vrijheid (PVV) of Geert Wilders in The Netherlands, the
Front National (FN) of Marine Le Pen in France, and others.
The irony is that as the people of the Mideast struggle
toward democracy, the people of Europe are turning away
from it.
In such an environment –whether they intended it to be so
or not– this marriage between a Finnish man and an Iranian
woman stands as a beacon of resistance against rampant
xenophobia. in my view Bita and Jaakko are making a stance
for a truly egalitarian Finland & Iran: the true finn and true
iranian in solidarity against stupidity, oppression, prejudice,
and bigotry. post-modernity’s critique of modernity.
This marriage between two artists is both a carefully
scripted social ritual and a skepticism against all such
rituals. They have appropriated their own marriage and have
also appropriated the roles of Bita’s two examiners. Kari YliAnnala and I are now implicated in the production of the
very work we are meant to ‘examine’.
The act of judging is more appropriately transformed into a
less imperialist act of ‘witnessing’. We have been invited to
witness a site of conceptual pleasure and performance. The
society itself --rather than just the bride and groom-undergoes a rite of passage through this witnessing into a
more ethical and humanist future.
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